
 
 

 
 

 
 
Personal Data Policy: 

 
1. General: Pursuant to the relevant data protection regulations and the International Standard for 

the Protection of Privacy and Personal Information (“ISPPPI”), the Athlete agrees and consents 
to the following. 

That: 
• WORLD TRIATHLON processes and keeps my personal data in any format, including but not 
limited to the full name, gender, country, the date of birth, Sport Class, Sport Class Status, category, the 
address, the email address, the telephone number, the bank account for the purpose of managing 
competition and compliance with conditions of participation in WORLD TRIATHLON event, and also for 
the purpose of communication with WORLD TRIATHLON. This information will be kept as long as it will 
be useful to WORLD TRIATHLON in accordance with the relevant data protection regulations. 
• WORLD TRIATHLON publishes on its website my full name, gender, year of birth, country 
category, Sport Class and Sport Class Status as well as any consequences imposed upon me as a 
result of an anti-doping rule violation. 
• WORLD TRIATHLON shares all personal data collected by WORLD TRIATHLON (excluding the 
sensitive medical data) with Olympic Channel (IOC) for the purpose of development and use. 
• WORLD TRIATHLON collects, keeps and processes with my sensitive medical and health 
personal data for the purposes of managing competition and compliance with conditions of participation 
in World Triathlon event and also for the purpose of Paratriathlon. This information will be kept as long 
as it will be useful to World Triathlon in accordance with the relevant data protection regulations. 

2. Anti-Doping: Pursuant to applicable privacy and data protection regulations and the International 
Standard for the Protection of Privacy and Personal Information (“ISPPPI”), the Athlete also 
consents to his or her medical and health personal data (as defined as sensitive personal 
information in the ISPPPI) being collected, stored and retained by WORLD TRIATHLON and 
acknowledges that this information shall be maintained in strict confidence at all times; shall be 
used exclusively for purposes of planning, coordinating or conducting doping control, providing 
information relevant to the Athlete Biological Passport or other analytical results, to support an 
investigation into a potential anti-doping rule violation or to support proceedings alleging an anti- 
doping rule violation, including the publication of any consequences arising as a result of an anti- 
doping rule violation; and shall be destroyed after it is no longer relevant for these purposes and 
that any actions taken in relation to the same shall comply with the WORLD TRIATHLON Anti- 
Doping Rules and the ISPPPI; 

The Athlete shall have the right to withdraw his or her consent at any time by expressly informing 
WORLD TRIATHLON of the same at sport@triathlon.org. The Athlete is aware that where consent is 
withdrawn, the withdrawal of consent shall not affect the lawfulness of data processing based on prior 
consent. 
Where an Athlete is under eighteen (18) years old, the consent of his or her legal guard shall be 
required for the processing of the Athlete’s personal data. 


